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I am very excited to bring you this month’s issue of The Retro Games News as we have a 

great variety of reviews thanks to all of you who decided to write your own articles for the 

publication.  Thanks also to Shaun who supplied us with a new logo. 

As I hope you will see, the layout of the Magazine has also had a bit of a facelift, my aim 

being to make it look as professional as possible, but still keeping the content laid back and 

fun to read. 

This month, we have an exclusive interview with the popular YouTuber Interghost, we have 

reviews spanning various systems and we also feature a new game which has been written 

by an independent publisher. 

Enjoy the read and happy retro gaming! 

Phil Wheatley - Editor 
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INTERGHOST: 

ADAM CLEAVER 
Adam Cleaver, better known as Interghost 

on YouTube, is not a new comer to the 

retro game scene by far.  In fact, he has 

been uploading videos on this topic since 

2006, and has been gaming for many years 

before that.  He has built up a sizeable 

number of fans who enjoy his channels 

which cover a large variety of games.  

However, it hasn’t been without some 

drama, as you will discover in this 

fascinating interview. 

Your main channel is been around 
since 2006 which must be one of 
the oldest retrogaming channels 
around, what inspired you to start 
a channel? 
Yes, it’s been around for some time 

now, and time has just flown by! But 

as for being one of the oldest 

retrogaming channels, its not really. 

I was inspired by quite a few 

channels back before I decided to 

take the plunge into video making. 

Like most I was hooked on the 

Angry Video Game Nerd and this 

was the first time I noticed people 

making videos about gaming. From 

this I discovered lots of people who 

did videos from their bedrooms and 

that’s what inspired me to give it a 

go. 

You now have over 2000 

subscribers which is quite an 

achievement.  What is the secret 

to getting subs and keeping them? 

I’m not really sure. I still don’t see 

myself as a large channel by any 

means. I still find it amazing that 

over 2,000 people have clicked the 

subscribe button over the years! I 

think the main advice I would give is 

to be yourself. 



 

  

Don’t ask people what content they want to see and don’t talk 

about games that mean nothing to you personally. I think if you 

are yourself and speak about games from your own experiences it 

comes across and people like it? 

Are there any YouTubers in particular you like to follow? 

I have a ton of YouTubers that I am subscribed to and I find more 

almost on a daily basis. People I tend to follow are people who are 

up and coming and have commented on my videos in the past. I 

find it very exciting when new channels pop up and you can watch 

the Tuber grow in confidence and then let their real personality 

come out. I do love the larger channels as well, such as ‘The Game 

Chasers’ and ‘Ashens’ but much prefer people that interact with 

others and reply to comments, as I do. 

You have lots of great Spectrum videos, is this one of your 

favourite systems, and if so why? 

Thank you, I plan to make the Speccy videos much more 

professional in the coming years as the older videos have a few 

sound issues. But to answer the question... Yes, the ZX Spectrum 

was my first ever Home Computer, and as such will always have a 

soft spot in my heart. It still amazes me just how many games 

were made for the system and, although they have aged quite a 

bit now, I still find the graphics and the sounds hold that real 

feeling of ‘retro’ for me. For me, playing a Speccy game takes me 

back to being a kid again and that is something very special. 

Why do you think the retro 

gaming community is so generous 

to one another? 

I agree with you there, in general 

the Retro Gaming Community on 

YouTube are a fantastic bunch of 

guys and girls. The generosity of 

some people is something that 

shows in many videos. I think this 

goes back to the whole point I made 

of being yourself on camera really. 

People can see that you are really 

passionate about the games you 

play and collect and know that if 

they send you a gift you will 

appreciate it. I had one lady send me 

a NTSC PS2 all the way from 

America once, and I just was lost for 

words! 



 

 

  

Why do you think people like to watch other people opening packages 

and seeing what games they've purchased? 

This is a subject that has caused quite a bit of debate recently on YouTube, 

with some stating this is getting boring. I however find it fascinating. I 

think seeing what others find is just as exciting as finding the items 

yourself. Knowing that there are games out there for reasonable prices 

spurs you on to carry on collecting and for me personally helps me get up 

at 7am on a Sunday morning to head off to a Car boot Sale. The thrill of 

the chase.... 

What do you say to new YouTubers that may feel discouraged at 

getting a low number of views? 

We all love to get the views and the subscribers, and those who say they 

don’t are lying I say? If we didn’t want people to watch we would take the 

time to make the videos. However, if you are doing it to get famous or 

make money, you have come to the wrong party. My personal view is if 

you have a handful of great followers that leave cool feedback and chat to 

you about what you had to say, that is much better than 1,000’s of faceless 

viewers that never comment or give any feedback. The best way to get 

your name out there is to talk to people; you will be surprised just how 

friendly most of the Retro Community is! 

Recently you decided to split your channels up, what was the main 

reasons for that? 

That is a bit of a loaded question for me mate and one that would take a 

lot of time to answer in full. Let’s just say the main reason was down to 

‘Trolls’. People that have followed me for a few years know the story 

behind this, and it’s not a nice experience. (This is also the reason I lost my 

YouTube Partnership!) However, that is behind me now and if anyone ever 

needs any help or advice on Trolls I am more than happy to help. The 

channel split has helped me with focus though and I now use the main 

‘interghost’ channel for Pick-ups and Community Questions etc. And the 

second channel ‘interGHOSTHOUSE’ is for the reviews and stuff behind 

the camera. So every cloud has a silver lining I guess? 

Interghost chilling with Shockz16 



 

 

  

Can you name some of your dessert island games? 

Another really hard question for me, as I have so many games I love. I think 

off the top of my head I would have to choose X-com Enemy Unknown on 

the PS1, a game I have played over and over and have still yet to complete. 

Oblivion for PS3, again another game I’ve yet to complete, but that game 

is huge and has so much to explore its just crazy! The rest would probably 

be SNES titles, but there are so many great ones it’s hard to decide? Some 

obvious ones would be Zelda, Metroid, Super Mario World, SimCity, Mega 

Man X, Shadowrun and Donkey Kong Country... but trust me I could name 

plenty more! 

What games do you typicllay like to play on newer systems? 

I can tell you what games I don’t play and that’s First Person Shooters, I 

hate them. The market seems to be saturated by them these days? My 

favourite games are adventure games with just the right amount of action 

thrown in to keep it flowing. Games like Uncharted and Tomb Raider are 

way at the top of the list for me. People see me more as a Retro Gamer, 

but some of the newer titles are so much better than anything that has 

come so far and I am really excited to see where it all goes in the future. 

Recently you decided to split your channels up, what was the main 

reasons for that? 

That is a bit of a loaded question for me mate and one that would take a 

lot of time to answer in full. Let’s just say the main reason was down to 

‘Trolls’. People that have followed me for a few years know the story 

behind this, and it’s not a nice experience. (This is also the reason I lost my 

YouTube Partnership!) However, that is behind me now and if anyone ever 

needs any help or advice on Trolls I am more than happy to help. The 

channel split has helped me with focus though and I now use the main 

‘interghost’ channel for Pick-ups and Community Questions etc. And the 

second channel ‘interGHOSTHOUSE’ is for the reviews and stuff behind 

the camera. So every cloud has a silver lining I guess? 



 

 

  

What is your current system of choice? 

I have gone through many phases of what my favourite console is, from 

GameCube to Atari Lynx. But currently I am a Nintendo fan boy. Not so 

much 8 bit NES but anything else Nintendo is where it’s at. Super Nintendo 

and Game Boy are my current collections but I have a soft spot for the 

under loved and under rated Wii too. I might even be able to afford a Wii U 

one of these days? Or if I’m a good boy Santa might fly me one over at the 

end of the year? 

What do you like to do when you're not playing games? 

To be honest I don’t play games nearly as much as I would like too. I have 

two young sons to look after and they take up a lot of the time. Any 

gaming normally happens late at night when the boys and the wife are 

asleep in bed. Apart from that I enjoy watching YouTube videos and of 

course making my own. If I had more time I would make so many more. 

Also, if my computer wasn’t so old and knackered and took so long to edit 

anything I might have time to make better videos! I’m also a fan of Movies 

and Reading, but that’s a whole other story... 

What new things can we expect to see with your channel(s)? 

I have so many ideas for my channel, they come to me as I lay in bed most 

nights. But as I say the computer I use to edit my videos has almost given 

up the Ghost (the Ghost, get it??) I plan on doing videos with much better 

editing, using effects etc and maybe some green screen. I also have several 

ideas for collaborations with other YouTubers. But these will all have to 

wait until I have saved up for my new Mega PC... that’s if I can stop 

spending my savings on eBay? 

CHECK OUT INTERGHOST’S AWESOME CHANNEL: 

http://www.youtube.com/user/interghost 

http://www.youtube.com/user/interghost
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http://www.indiedb.com/games/samurai-jazz
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